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LMC Staff Recommends
Jeri recommends: The Star-Touched Queen by Roshani Chokshi
Maya is the daughter of the Raj meaning she must make an advantageous marriage. She finds herself wedded to a mysterious man who rules a strange kingdom, one unrestricted by the rules of the mortal world…
Took me a bit to get into this one…but when I did, I read it in two sittings. Wonderfully written with rich,
beautiful settings and a fantastic main character. Just enough twists and turns to keep you guessing. And
the sequel just came out!

Ariel recommends: Around the Way Girl by Taraji P. Henson
I bought the audiobook of Around the Way Girl on a whim, just because I’ve been trying to try reading different genres. I haven’t seen anything that Taraji P. Henson has been in, but I absolutely loved listening to
her memoir, which she narrates herself.
Hearing her story was really eye opening, from growing up in DC and the violence that came with, to being a
single mom, to the struggles she’s dealt with being a black actress in Hollywood like getting turned down for
roles because she appears too “edgy.” I laughed, I cried, and I decided to start watching Empire, which has
also been a great decision.

Liz recommends: What You Should Know about Politics...But Don’t by Jessamyn Conrad
What You Should Know About Politics But Don’t: A Non-Partisan Guide to the Issues That Matter by Jessamyn Conrad is an interesting non-fiction read about the most important topics in politics today. The format makes for an easy read on a tough subject.
It is divided by topics, the divisive topics in politics, explaining why they are important and why they keep
our politics divided. If you are interested in learning more about the topics themselves (and less about everyone’s opinions), this is a great place to start an education on today’s issues.

WHAT’S SCOTT READING?
He’s currently looking for a new book to read.
Come by and give him your suggestions!

